Apex Learning
6-12 Digital Curriculum and Virtual Learning
Students learn when they are constructively challenged. Apex curriculum features the rigor
and supports—through extensive scaffolding and embedded learning tools—that prepare all
students to succeed and thrive. Apex Courses and Tutorials are proven to impact the things that
matter most: increased student achievement, increased graduation rates, and more students
who are college and career ready. Apex Courses are available for core, AP®, CTE, electives,
and world languages, and Tutorials are available for core subjects, college entrance exam
preparation, and high school equivalency exam preparation.

Fill learning gaps, increase exam
scores, and complement classroom
instruction with Tutorials

Empower educators with
actionable data to facilitate timely
course corrections and interventions

Engage students through active
learning that sticks with them far
beyond the next lesson or quiz

Provide virtual learning options
with Apex courses paired with
highly qualified teachers

Results from more than 25 research studies demonstrate that Apex
Courses and Tutorials have a positive impact on graduation rates and
state assessment scores. Apex efficacy studies meet ESSA standards.

Unlock More Success for
More Students with Apex Learning

Apex Courses and Tutorials are focused on making learning stick and helping to accelerate
learning for every student. To meet students where they are and move them to mastery, Apex
Courses offer different levels of support— from foundational to honors—with no loss of rigor.
Apex Tutorials provide a quick way to remediate learning gaps and provide a path to proficiency
using standards-based instruction, practice, and review. With Apex Courses and Tutorials,
every student, regardless of their learning pathway or the supports they access, is placed on a
trajectory toward success.

200+
Courses
available

30+
Tutorials

25+
Efficacy
Studies

Apex Learning online
courses are rigorous
in content and match
well with our core
curriculum. Without
Apex Learning digital
curriculum, many
seniors would not
have had a chance to
graduate on time.
— Stacy Jordison
Assistant Principal
Auburn HS, WA
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